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● May 1 - Principal
appreciation day

● May 6 - Nurse appreciation
day

● May 3-7 - Teacher
appreciation week

● May 19-21 - Final exams

Reading
● Using events and people of the past to

understand today
● Identify nonfiction elements

Math
● Shapes & their attributes

Science
● Animals/Habitats

Social Studies
● Goods and services

● RL.2.5: Describe the overall structure of a story,
including describing how the beginning introduces the
story and the ending concludes the action.

● 2.OA.4 Use addition to find the total number of objects
arranged in rectangular arrays with up to 5 rows and up
to 5 columns; write an equation to express the total as a
sum of equal addends.

● 2.MD.1 Measure the length of an object by selecting and
using appropriate tools such as rulers, yardsticks, meter
sticks, and measuring tapes.

● 2.G.2 Partition a rectangle into rows and columns of
same-size squares and count to find the total number of
them

● 2.G.3 Partition circles and rectangles into two, three, or
four equal shares, describe the shares using the words
halves, thirds, half of, a third of, etc., and describe the
whole as two halves, three thirds, four fourths.
Recognize that equal shares of identical wholes need not
have the same shape

● 2.G.1 Recognize and draw shapes having specified
attributes, such as a given number of angles or a given
number of equal faces.5 Identify triangles,
quadrilaterals, pentagons, hexagons, and cubes.

Upcoming Events Standards

Topics

● PE Day is Monday , and
sometimes Thursday.

● Friday packets are due the
following Monday.

Reminders

Padgett News
The Week of April 19th-23rd
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ball walk
small sought
paw new
jaw fruit
pause city
sauce own
taught read
chalk

● curious - want to learn

more about something

● distance - far away

● Earth resources - things

found in nature

● enormous - really large

● gently - light and not rough

● proudly - you were pleased

with what you or someone

else did

● rarely - not often

● supply - an amount of

something ready to use

when you need it
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Recognize that equal shares of identical wholes need not
have the same shape
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